[HIV-1 and tears. Results of virus isolation and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)].
Beside the threat of infection via HIV-containing blood, the ophthalmologist is especially interested in the possibility of HIV infection via the tears of HIV-positive persons. In a first step, we tried to isolate HIV-1 from the peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) of 50 HIV-1-antibody-positive persons in different stages of disease and to detect reverse transcriptase (RT) and p24 antigen (p24-Ag) in the supernatant. Simultaneously we carried out the same tests on tears of these patients. In 10 persons tears were collected using Schirmer strips, in 40 persons by means of microcapillaries. In a second step 10 sample pairs (PBL and tears) were tested with the polymerase chain reaction to detect proviral sequences of HIV-1 (gag, pol, env). In the first step it was not possible to isolate HIV-1 from tears, nor was it possible to detect RT or p24-Ag from the supernatant. In contrast, this was successful in 32 of the 50 examined cases for the PBL. In the second step, it was possible to detect gag, pol and env in all 10 PBL samples, while gag and pol could be detected only in one tear sample and env not at all. Our results show that the tears of HIV-positive persons contain extremely low quantities of tissue-infectious units of HIV. In addition, proviral sequences seem to occur in much lower frequency in tears than in PBL. Infection with HIV via tears therefore appears very unlikely. These findings make it possible to assign tears a place in a semiquantitative ranking of different body fluids by HIV-1 concentration.